Abstract-We investigate here the following fundamental question -how can we achieve a high reachability while minimizing the inherent effects of high transmission power for a beamforming-based broadcast scheme in multihop wireless networks? To address this challenge, this paper proposes a fully distributed scheme that allows nodes to set dynamically their transmission range based on their local densities and the distance to the destination. The efficiency of this technique is studied first in a vehicular environment using real road networkbased simulations. Furthermore, the proposal is evaluated using a simplified node distribution scheme and an analytical model is derived to calculate the transmission area.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the problem of transmission range adjustment techniques over multihop wireless networks (MHWNs). In such networks, radio equipped nodes can communicate with their direct neighbors as well as other nodes situated far away based on a relaying mechanism. Thus, vehicular adhoc networks (VANETs) is considered as an off-shoot of multihop wireless networks and aim at improving the road safety by exchanging relevant information about unsafe driving conditions between vehicles.
Considered as the most relevant factor that has a direct impact on network reliability and efficiency in MHWNs, interference level is highly dependent on the transmission range used for each communicating node. To tackle this problem, a transmission range adjustment technique will be a crucial countermeasure to minimize interferences and thus guarantee a high reachability for the multihop transmission operation.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in a dissemination process of messages in a multihop wireless environment using transmission range adjustment technique. Dissemination is based here on our previous work [1] where the broadcast operation is based on a directive beamforming system.
The contribution of this paper is a fully distributed range assignment technique for the communicating nodes. We argue that with the combination of our previous work and the transmission range adjustment scheme presented here, our proposal is more efficient in terms of bandwidth and reliability.
Another contribution of this paper is the development of an analytical model providing a very close approximation of the total propagation area in the case of an uniform node distribution scheme.
II. RELATED WORK
In [2] , authors focus on preserving energy and maintaining the connectivity of the mobile nodes and propose an approach to control the energy used in adhoc networks. Their technique is based simply on varying the transmission range of the communicating nodes based on local densities. The concept of power management is studied in [3] where authors propose a clustering scheme wherein a node adapts its transmit power to establish connectivity with only a limited number of neighborhood nodes. Within a cluster, a node may adapt its power transmission to communicate with neighboring nodes or it might use the same power with all nodes located in the cluster. M.Torento and al. [4] considered a fully distributed strategy to adjust each vehicle node's transmission power. Their proposal, namely D-FPAV, aims to control the channel load by adjusting the transmission power of each vehicle and hence minimize the packet collisions. The optimization is built upon the concept of fairness and the ability of every communicating vehicle to send and receive alert messages in a fair way.
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In this section, we describe our proposed transmission range adjustment's mechanism in a multihop wireless broadcasting scheme.
A. Broadcasting scheme
This paper is an improvement of our work [1] where we proposed a beamforming-based broadcast technique based on two geographic information: the direction to the destination and the beamforming angle θ. Hereafter a short summary of this proposal is reproduced.
In our context, we assume that all nodes are equipped with directional antennas and a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. In our modeling approach, the directional antenna is modeled as a circular sector with an angle θ and a radius equal to the transmission/reception range r. As shown by Fig.1(a) , the directional antenna gain is within the angle θ, which represents the beamwidth of the antenna. Hence, upon receiving an intermediate packet, each node must decide whether this packet should be forwarded and where to forward it. To this end, nodes that receive an intermediate message will broadcast it on their turn unless they have receive it before, or unless they are the destination. For the second issue (the with each side of the central axis linking the relaying node and the destination as shown by Fig.1(b) .
B. Transmission Range Adjustment Technique
Here, the proposed scheme adjusts the transmission range for each node by multiplying the original range with a coefficient called adjustment coefficient. This coefficient is the same for all nodes. In fact, only the sender (the node who originates the alert message) computes this coefficient and then relay nodes, participating in the broadcast operation, will calculate their transmission range based on this parameter.
The originator of the message broadcasts the packet with an angle θ and a radius r 1 . This latter is a fixed parameter. The distance between the source and the destination is denoted by d 1 . Therefore, the adjustment coefficient is given by:
This parameter has to be added to alert messages to allow other relays compute their adjusted transmission range based on C. A relay node i , distant from the destination by d i , has an adjusted transmission range equal to :
We notice that the above equation can lead to very little transmission range when the relay vehicle becomes very close to the destination node (d i ∼ 0). This fact can easily stop the propagation of the message. To alleviate this challenge, the algorithm defines a minimum transmission range value (r min ) considered as a a minimum threshold. In fact, r min can be seen as the transmission range that guarantees the existence of at least one neighboring node in the vicinity of each forwarding node. r min depends on the local densities of nodes (λ i ) computed by each relaying node i in the network. As demonstrated in [5] , the node i 's local density can be expressed as follows: λi = Thereby, Eq.1 can be rewritten as follows :
IV. PERFORMANCES EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed transmission range adjustment technique for both vehicular and uniform node distribution schemes. 
A. Results using real road network
We make the following assumptions: 1) We assume an ideal MAC layer without contention, collision, or node mobility. 2) All nodes have the initial transmission range equal to 200 m.
3) The number of vehicles was varied from from 250 to 1000. 4) We vary the beamforming angle θ from 22.5
• to 135 • .
We assume that the vehicles are distributed on each lane of the streets according to a Poisson process of intensity λ = 0.04. Furthermore, we use the framework OpenStreetMap for Matlab [7] [6] to construct a real road topology. For this, we have chosen the "Champs-Élysées" avenue to test our optimized broadcast protocol. Details of the simulation setup parameters are listed in TABLE I. Two main scenarios are considered here: Fixed and dynamic transmission ranges are used in the beamforming broadcast process. Figure 2 (a) depicts the gain in power transmission when varying the angle θ and the distance between the source and the destination. This gain is computed as follows:
where P f and P d refer to the power used by all participating nodes in case of fixed and dynamic transmission radius respectively. In the case of directional antenna, the transmission power is proportional to the square of the transmission range r. Thus, P f and P d can be respectively expressed as β * m 1 * r 2 1 and β * m2 j=1 r 2 j . Hence, Eq.3 can be simplified as follows:
where m 1 and m 2 are respectively the implicated nodes in the broadcasting operation with fixed and dynamic transmission ranges.
From Figure 2 (a) we notice that our technique maintains for all cases (n = 500 and n = 750) a gain greater than 55%.
In Figure 2(b) , we investigate the proportion of implicated nodes in the beamforming-based broadcast operation when varying the density of vehicles. We also notice that transmitting messages within a limited beamwidth as well as with an adjusted transmission range reduces severally the number of nodes having to relay the message compared to a fixed transmission range approach.
B. Results using an uniform nodes distribution
In this part, we suppose that the participating nodes are randomly positioned in a rectangular area of 3500 × 2000m 2 according to a poisson process of density λ.
1) Simulation Results:
Figure 3 presents a comparison of the snapshot of the relaying nodes participating in the transmission operation for both the two approaches. We see again that the adjustment of the transmission radius significantly reduces the number of implicated nodes.
In Figure 4 , we show the gain in power transmission, calculated using Eq.3, when varying the beamforming angle θ and the distance d 1 . We observe that transmission range adjustment technique allows a good gain in power utilization such as the previous node distribution case.
2) Analytical model for the transmission area:
We provide in this section an analytical model to estimate the area of messages transmission (i.e the messagess forwarding zone). Each node broadcasts the message according to an angle θ within a radius r proportional to the distance d as indicated by Eq.1. Therefore, the propagation shape of the forwarding area can be approximated by Figure 5(a) . This figure has to be considered as an approximation of the actual area of transmission since we have added the supposition of the existence of a minimum transmission range in broadcasting operation.
We give hereafter the analytical expression of the transmission area. Due to the lack of space, proof is omitted. 
, the total area of the transmission S total can be expressed as :
where d1 is the distance between the first sender and the destination.
Note that the area of transmission does not depend on the initial radius r 1 (under the assumption
We aim to evaluate the accuracy of our analytical model by comparing it to simulation results. Note that, the comparison analysis is presented here in term of the ratio of implicated nodes.
For that purpose, we present in Figure 5 (b) a comparison of the implicated nodes' ratio for both simulation and theoretical results. We consider, for the simulation scenario, a total number of communicating nodes equal to 3000. Figure 5 (b) depicts that the gap between the simulation and the theoretical curves is very tight. Thus, our proposed analytical model provides a good approximation of the real transmission shape.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered the problem of transmission range adjustment in a multihop wireless network context. An optimized technique devoted to the adaptation of the transmission radius based on nodes' local densities and the distance to the destination was proposed. Conducted simulations for vehicular networks using real street maps corroborate the efficiency of our proposed scheme in terms of ratio of implicated nodes and power transmission gain. We have also evaluated our approach in the case of an uniform node distribution and findings confirm the previous results. Furthermore, we have derived an analytical model that provides an estimation of the transmission area. Simulation results match very well the mathematical expressions.
